
MFL – Spanish – Long Term Plan 

 

 
Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2 

Year 3 What do you know about 
Spain? 
Greetings 
How are you? 
Saying my name and asking 
someone their name 
Number 1-10 
Colours 

Autumn colours 
Classroom commands 
Days of the week 
Months of the year 
Christmas celebrations in 
Spain 

Animal nouns 
Adjectives to describe animals 
Say favourite animal 
Plural animals 
Where animals live vocab 
Listen and write a story about 
animals. 

Learn about carnival  
Write numbers 1-15 
Give age and ask someone 
their age 
Simple dialogue about myself 
Read and write dates in 
Spanish 
Easter vocab 

Say fruit and vegetable nouns 
Count fruit and vegetables 
Understand a story of fruit and 
vegetables 
Ask for fruit and vegetables 
politely 
 

Name food items in a picnic 
Understand a story about a picnic 
Write own picnic story 
Say where I live and ask where 
others live 
 

Year 4 Question and answers about 
self (name, age, feelings, live) 
Recap 1-10 
Learn 11-20 
Recap months/days of the 
week 
Names rooms in school 
Nouns for classroom items 

Fireworks poem on colours 
Classroom commands and 
instructions 
Places in a town 
Ask for directions 
Names of shops in Spain 

Epiphany celebrations in 
Spain 
Family member nouns 
Personal information about 
family (name, age) 
Parts of the face 
Make and describe an alien 
face. 

Learn body parts 
Commands to move body 
parts 
Join in a yoga sequence 
Create own yoga sequence 
Make and write full 
description of an alien. 

Remember parts of the body and 
say which parts hurts and why 
you don’t feel well 
Role play the doctor’s 
Name jungle animals 
Adjectives to describe animals 
Write sentences and a short 
jungle story 

Learn weather phrases 
Learn seasons and describe 
weather in different seasons 
Give a weather forecast 
Understand ice cream flavours 
Say which flavour you love, like, 
dislike 
 

Year 5 Introduce myself with simple 
sentences 
How I’m feeling 
School subjects 
Opinions on subjects 

Understand facts about a city 
in Spain 
Ask for ticket 
Simple directions in town 
Write simple description of a 
city 
Buy an item and ask the price 
(number revision) 
Describe a festive jumper 

Fruit and vegetable vocab 
Favourite fruit and vegetables 
Price of fruit and veg 
Shopping conversation 
Instructions to make your 
own fruit kebab recipe 
 

Items of clothing 
Learn the verb ‘llevar’ (to 
wear) in the present tense 
Describe clothes using colour 
Adjectives to describe style of 
clothing 
Understand detailed 
description of fancy dress 

Ask and answer questions on 
someone’s identity 
Name planets in Spanish 
Adjectives to describe planets 
Understand simple information 
about planets 
Create an imaginary planet and 
write about it 

Nouns for items to take to the 
beach 
Persuasive sentences about going 
to the seaside and why 
Understand facts about going to 
the seaside 

Year 6 Recap feelings vocab 
Remember and use numbers 
up to 60 
Understand o’clock time 
phrases 
Talk about daily routine  

Nouns for rooms in a house 
Objects/furniture in a house 
Adjectives to describe rooms 
Understand spooky story 
about a house 
Prepositions to say where 
things are 

Learn sport nouns 
Sports I like and don’t like 
Learn the verb ‘jugar’ (to play) 
in the present tense 
Adjectives to describe a sport 

Funfair nouns 
Opinions on rides 
Adjectives to describe the 
rides 
Plan and describe a new 
theme park 
Learn about the Spanish 
festival ‘La feria de abril’ 
 

Facts about tapas culture 
Learn names of tapas dishes 
Give opinions on dishes 
Café convo, order food/drink in a 
restaurant (classroom role play 
with real food) 
Names of traditional Spanish 
breakfast food and drink 
Create and describe a hotel 
breakfast menu 

Complete an end of KS2 portfolio 
leaflet all about myself The 
different sections: 
All about me (name, age, 
birthday,  where I live) 
My family 
Hobbies (sports) 
Food I like 


